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CO2 + H2O + hv à CH2O + O2



overwhelming majority of O2 in our 
atmosphere has a biological origin



O2 comprises a large fraction of the atmosphere 
(21%) and exhibits strong spectral features



O2’s photochemical byproduct (ozone, O3) 
also produces strong spectral signatures, especially 

in the UV (also in the MIR)



Abiotic Production of Oxygen



Good review: Meadows (2017) & Meadows et al. (2018)



Image: A. Gronstal

Finding:  Inferring the presence of life on an exoplanet from 
remote sensing of a biosignature will require …an understanding 
of false negatives, false positives, and their observational 
discriminants.

– NAS Exoplanet Science Strategy
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hydrogen
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water + hv
hydrogen

oxygen ?



the fate of (poor) Venus
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Chassefiere (1996): surface & mantle can absorb 
O2 for up to 0.45x one Earth ocean



more in Venus in a bit…





Luger & Barnes 2015

The pre-main sequence phase lasts longer for lower mass stars à
their planets spend up to 1 Gyr inside the inner edge of the HZ
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HZ exoplanets around M dwarfs
may actually be exo-Venus planets
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massive water loss. à massive oxygen atmospheres

loss of 1 Earth ocean à 120-240 bar O2!
loss of 10 Earth oceans à 1800-2400 bar O2!

Luger & Barnes (2015)



H2O



Schwieterman et al. (2016)

oxygen dimers to the rescue!
100 bar O2 atmosphere



Summary: Ocean loss can create false positive O2, 
even in the HZ for planets orbiting M dwarfs

May be distinguishable via lack of H2O & especially 
presence of oxygen dimers
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Slide made by Mike Wong (UW)



Slide made by Mike Wong (UW)

M dwarfs emit more radiation at 
wavelengths where CO2 is photolyzed

CO2 photolysis



Slide made by Mike Wong (UW)

Particularly efficient for desiccated planets since OH 
sourced from H2O can catalyze formation of CO and 

O back to CO2 (Gao et al. 2015)



Slide made by Mike Wong (UW)

What about planets that DO have water though?



Tian et al (2014) & Harman et al. (2015): planets
around UV-active stars can accumulate detectable
levels of photochemicalO2 from CO2 photolysis

Domagal-Goldman et al. (2014): planets around
UV-active stars can accumulate detectable levels of
O3 (not O2) from CO2 photolysis

a photochemical puzzle



Lightning makes NO catalysts that drive recombination of
CO and O derived from CO2 photolysis. Papers w/
detectable O2 left out lightning.

Harman et al (2018) to the rescue!



lightning off lightning on

(dotted vs solid lines denote a comparison of two different models)
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Harman et al. 2018



lightning off lightning on
Lightning makes a big difference!
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(dotted vs solid lines denote a comparison of two different models)

Harman et al. 2018



Slide made by Mike Wong (UW)



Schwieterman et al. (2016)

CO to the rescue!
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Domagal-Goldman et al. (2015)

CH4 to the rescue!



O2

O3

Domagal-Goldman et al. (2015)

More CH4 = less abiotic O2/O3



Summary: CO2 photolysis can create false positive O3
on CO2-rich planets around UV-active stars

May be distinguishable via presence of CO features. 
CH4 makes abiotic O2/O3 significantly less likely.



back to Venus now…



Slide made by Mike Wong (UW)



oxygen airglow observed on Venus’ nightside



Yet…ground state O2 has never been 
observed on Venus

oxygen airglow observed on Venus’ nightside



What is removing the O2 so rapidly?

oxygen airglow observed on Venus’ nightside



Slide made by Mike Wong (UW)



Slide made by Mike Wong (UW)



Slide made by Mike Wong (UW)

CO2 photolysis
SO2

HCl



Slide made by Mike Wong (UW)



Summary: Venus-like planets around stars like 
TRAPPIST-1 may be prone to abiotic O2 buildup. 
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Wordsworth & Pierrehumbert 2014
low pressure atmospheres 

H2O H2O
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Could lead to mantle oxidation à O2 sustained over geological timescales
Wordsworth & Schaefer 2018



no H2O à not habitable anyway
(no atmospheric H2O, lack of H2O clouds)

Wordsworth & Pierrehumbert 2014
low pressure atmospheres 



What if there IS still H2O?

Wordsworth & Pierrehumbert 2014
low pressure atmospheres 



It may be possible to retrieve surface pressure 
from spectral observations (Feng et al. 2018)



N2 dimers to the rescue! 

Schwieterman et al. (2016)



See poster by Miles Currie



Could lead to mantle oxidation à O2 sustained over geological timescales
Wordsworth & Schaefer 2018

Summary: Low pressure atmospheres 
may generate abiotic photochemical O2
from H2O photolysis and H loss.

May be distinguishable using 
measurements of surface pressure, 
possibly high resolution spectroscopy



O2 is still a robust biosignature.



but…



False positives must be ruled out for any
potential biosignature observed.



O2 false positives have tell-tale 
giveaways we can search for. 



All possible biosignatures must be 
carefully considered in the full 
context of their environments.


